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NED is a comprehensive multiwavelength database 
for extragalactic objects, providing a systematic, 
ongoing fusion of information integrated from 
hundreds of large sky surveys and tens of thousands 
of research publications. The contents and services 
span the entire observed spectrum from gamma rays 
through radio frequencies. 

AAs new observations are published, they are cross-
identied or statistically associated with previous 
data and integrated into a unied database to 
simplify queries and retrieval. Seamless connectivity 
to data in NASA’s astrophysics mission archives (IRSA, 
HEASARC, MAST), ADS, and other data centers 
around the world is also provided..

Objects can be queried By Name, Near Name or 
Position (cone search), By Reference, and By Author. 
Galaxy samples can be constructed By Parameter 
constraints on Redshift, Sky Area, Object Types, 
Survey Names, or Flux Density, or by Classications 
and Attributes. 

TThe LEVEL 5 Knowledgebase augments review 
articles in extragalactic astrophysics and cosmology 
with object names and graphical content within the 
articles linked directly to relevant database queries.

What is NED?

30.4 million objects 
linked to 90 thousand 
references

2.6 million images, maps 
and external links

553 thousand spectra

73 thousand obje73 thousand object 
notes

229 thousand objects 
with detailed attributes

71 thousand redshift-
independent distances 
for 15 thousand objects

206 million distinct astro-
physical objects

232 million multiwave-
length object cross-IDs

1.4 million object associa-
tions

5.1 million objects with 
redshifts

1.9 billion photometric 
measurements with SEDs

609 million diameter 
measurements

Current Holdings



Best Practices for 
Publishing Data

Explore Galaxy Environments

Spectral Image Cubes

LEVEL 5 Knowledgebase

Thousands of New Spectra

α

Featured Content Additions What’s new in NED?
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